Abstract | Transposon insertion sequencing (TIS) is a powerful approach that can be extensively applied to the genome-wide definition of loci that are required for bacterial growth under diverse conditions. However, experimental design choices and stochastic biological processes can heavily influence the results of TIS experiments and affect downstream statistical analysis. In this Opinion article, we discuss TIS experimental parameters and how these factors relate to the benefits and limitations of the various statistical frameworks that can be applied to the computational analysis of TIS data.
Transposon insertion sequencing (TIS), the most recent incarnation of transposon-based genomic analyses, is revolutionizing microbiology by enabling researchers to carry out genome-wide studies in a wide range of bacterial species, under a multitude of conditions, with unprecedented depth (reviewed in REFS 1, 2) . Several variations of the TIS approach have been independently developed -for example, transposon insertion site sequencing (Tn-Seq), insertion sequencing (INSeq), high-throughput insertion tracking by deep sequencing (HITS) and transposondirected insertion site sequencing (TraDIS) [3] [4] [5] [6] -however, they all share the same fundamental methodology (FIG. 1) . First, transposon mutagenesis is used to create a pool of insertion mutants in which ideally all genomic loci have been disrupted at multiple sites. In principle, the starting transposon pool will not contain disruptions in any of the genomic regions that are required for growth (that is, 'essential' regions). This library of transposon insertion mutants can then be grown under selective conditions, so that mutants that are attenuated under a specific condition of interest are outcompeted and mutants with increased growth and survival become overrepresented in the population.
Experimental design
The structure of TIS data and its optimal compatibility with particular downstream analysis methods are influenced by experimental factors such as transposon insertion bias, the complexity of the TIS libraries created and the presence of experimental bottlenecks and technical sources of noise during DNA library preparation and during the amplification and sequencing of transposon junctions.
Choosing a transposon.
The majority of TIS studies have been carried out using libraries of randomly pooled transposon mutants, although defined transposon libraries can also be used and are preferred in certain circumstances
. Randomly pooled transposon libraries are commonly created using either mariner-based transposons, which target thymine-adenine (TA) dinucleotides 7, 8 , or Tn5-based vectors, which insert at random sites 9 . Owing to the reported absence of target sequence requirements apart from a TA dinucleotide, the number of reads from each mariner insertion is thought to reflect the fitness of the corresponding mutant. For most bacteria, TA dinucleotides are distributed relatively evenly throughout the genome, although TA frequency can vary locally within the genome (for example, in horizontally acquired DNA regions). In Escherichia coli, which has a GC content of ~50%, there are on average >30 potential insertion sites per 1 kb of DNA in a gene. Although loci with fewer potential insertion sites (such as those in species with high GC content) may have less statistical power, mariner-based transposons have been used successfully to define genes that are essential for growth in the high GC content organism Mycobacterium tuberculosis 10 as well as essential loci as small as 200 nucleotides in Vibrio cholerae 11 . In general, we favour the use of mariner-based transposons, both for their lack of insertion bias and because the construction of dense libraries that are saturated or near saturated (that is, have insertions at all or nearly all dispensable TA sites) can be more easily attained than with other transposons, which facilitates discrimination between essential and non-essential loci.
High-throughput sequencing is used to quantify all transposon junctions, the prevalence of which should be proportional to the corresponding fitness of the mutant under each growth condition.
Experimental parameters that vary among TIS studies include the selected transposon, the complexity of the TIS libraries generated (that is, the number of independent mutants per library), the constraints imposed by the experimental conditions chosen and the reliability with which representative DNA libraries are created and sequenced. A key challenge for the field is to understand how these parameters may influence the choice of downstream data normalization and statistical methods involved in TIS analysis. In this article, we discuss the benefits and limitations of several statistical frameworks that have been applied to the two most common types of TIS analyses -identification of 'essential' loci using a single TIS library, and the definition of 'conditionally essential' loci through the comparison of two or more datasets derived from a single ancestral library. Slightly different approaches may be used for comparative analyses of independently derived libraries, such as libraries that have been generated in distinct genetic backgrounds
. Nature Reviews | Microbiology Tn5 transposons do not require a target sequence for insertion, which enables a potentially greater insertion density and thus genomic resolution than in mariner-based transposon studies. However, Tn5 transposons possess a preference for high GC content regions 12, 13 , and read counts at these hotspots can reflect insertion bias instead of reporting the fitness of the corresponding mutant. Preferential insertion at hotspots may also reduce overall library complexity. Nonetheless, Tn5 libraries have been successfully used for TIS studies under fitness of a locus. Libraries with a relatively high density of insertions also enable greater genomic precision in mapping the boundaries of regions of interest. However, TIS studies are still feasible even when highly complex libraries cannot be created (for example, owing to technical or biological constraints), although alternative library designs or methods for analysis may be preferred in these cases
.
To illustrate the advantage of higher insertion frequency, genes can be separated based on the percentage of potential many conditions 14, 15 and may be preferable for species in which mariner-based transposition proves difficult to optimize.
Library complexity. The effectiveness of any TIS study is greatly influenced by the complexity of the initial library generated and the maintenance of this complexity during selection. A library with a large degree of complexity contains multiple unique insertions in every locus, which together act as independent indicators (similar to 'biological replicates') of the containing multiple insertions in every non-essential genomic locus is created and then grown under different conditions (for example, selective (condition B) and non-selective (condition A)), and mutants that are viable under each condition are recovered. The trans poson junctions in the selected and non-selected pools are attached to sequencing adaptors and amplified, then subjected to high-throughput sequencing. b | The sequences are mapped to the genome and the read counts at each insertion site are subjected to statistical analysis to define the genomic loci that seem significantly under represented under the selective growth condition (conditionally essential loci, blue box). The insertions in the non-selected library (condition A) can also be statistically evaluated to define essential loci (orange box) that are required for growth under optimal conditions. In highly saturated libraries (see high-saturation graph), non-essential and essential genes are easily distinguishable; conversely, many non-essential genes are likely to not have been disrupted by chance in less saturated libraries (see low-saturation graph).
insertion sites disrupted. A high-density library (FIG. 1b; high-saturation graph) shows a separation between presumed non-essential genes with a high rate of insertion and genes likely to be essential with few insertions. By contrast, a less saturated library (FIG. 1b; low-saturation graph) is characterized by overlapping peaks, suggesting that many non-essential genes -especially those that are small or contain few potential insertion sites -were not disrupted by chance and may be incorrectly classified as essential. As such, these genes cannot be meaningfully investigated during subsequent conditional essentiality studies. A major benefit of transposons that target specific sequences (for example, mariner-based transposons) is that they can only integrate at a fixed number of potential insertion sites, enabling the generation of highly saturated libraries. Recent approaches utilizing Bayesian statistical models and insertion density as a measure of library saturation have enabled the definition of essential genes from libraries created using mariner-based (and probably also randomly inserting) transposons 2, 4, 16, 17 . The ability to create complex transposon libraries depends on the methods by which transposons are introduced into bacterial genomes. Transformation with commercially available pre-assembled transposon complexes (for example, EZ-Tn5) 9 , in which the purified transposase enzyme is pre-loaded with the transposon, involves little genetic engineering and can be a powerful technique for the generation of libraries of strains in which genetic engineering is difficult. Alternatively, TIS libraries can be generated using suicide constructs, in which the transposon and transposase are separately encoded on a replication-deficient vector; once this construct is introduced into the host strain (through diverse mechanisms such as transduction 8, 18 , transformation 19 and conjugation 11 ), the transposon is mobilized and stably inserts itself into the genome, whereas the vector is lost during subsequent bacterial growth. Mutants can also be generated in naturally competent bacterial species following the introduction of purified genomic DNA that has previously been subjected to in vitro transposition 3, 20 .
To maximize diversity during library construction, it is beneficial to choose conditions that enable high transposition rates while limiting outgrowth before marker selection. For example, transformation of cells with pre-assembled transposon narrower than the complexity of the library being tested, then many insertion mutants will be lost entirely by chance. Failure to consider and account for the effects of such bottlenecks can lead to spurious findings during statistical analysis.
Bottlenecks are often present in TIS infection studies in which a transposon library is used to infect an animal host [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . For example, it was recently determined that typically only 10 4 -10 5 V. cholerae cells of the initial 10 9 bacterial cells inoculated establish infection in a rabbit host, suggesting that >99.99% of the bacteria are lost owing to infection bottlenecks 27 . Much of this population loss may be as a result of the acidic pH of the stomach, which is a severe but nonspecific infection barrier for this pathogen 28 . Several sequencingbased approaches for the detection and quantification of bottlenecks are presented in BOX 2. Both experimental and computational approaches can be used to mitigate the effect of bottlenecks on TIS data. Bottleneck effects can be reduced experimentally by using subpools of transposon libraries (at the same dose) that are less complex, complexes 21 , or transduction with suicide constructs 7 , typically involves little bacterial doubling before mutants are plated, producing a direct relationship between the number of colonies obtained and the number of unique insertions in the library (assuming that there is little non-integrative carriage of the transposon or insertion at genomic hotspots). By contrast, protocols that involve lengthy incubation times before plating, such as extended conjugation or transformation, may lead to the generation of large numbers of mutant colonies but low library complexity. In general, it is preferable to increase the number of independent transposition reactions rather than the incubation time when using these approaches.
Experimental bottlenecks. In theory, only mutants with attenuated survival should decrease in frequency under selective growth conditions. However, insertion mutants can be lost during selective growth owing to fitness-independent stochastic processes, such as population constrictions that are due to experimental bottlenecks
. If experimental bottlenecks are significantly
Box 1 | Alternative TIS experiments
Although this Opinion article focuses on the analysis of randomly generated high-density insertion libraries that are sequentially selected under different conditions, transposon insertion sequencing (TIS) studies can also be carried out by comparing independently derived transposon libraries or by using defined transposon libraries.
Comparison of independently derived transposon libraries generated in wild-type and mutant backgrounds (that is, single and double mutants, respectively) enables the elucidation of the genetic interactions in pathways of interest 3, 25, 48, 49 . For synthetic lethal interactions (in which disruptions in two loci lead to the loss of bacterial viability), statistical methods that use pairwise comparisons should not be used, as the insertion sites in one library are unlikely to be shared in the second. Non-lethal genetic interactions can readily be detected using an approach 3, 25 for the calculation of the fitness of mutants 3, 25 , which permits the comparison of fitness between libraries and thus can reveal fitness effects that are limited to a particular genetic background.
Genome-wide screens can also be carried out using defined transposon libraries, which are generated by pooling previously sequenced individual transposon mutants, typically with at least one insertion per dispensable gene 23 . It has been shown that arrayed insertion mutants, grown as clonal cultures, can be pooled in specific patterns to maximize mutant multiplexing, then sequenced en masse to quickly identify the insertion site of each arrayed mutant 4 . Therefore, independent sequencing of individual mutants is not essential for the construction of defined libraries. Defined libraries provide several benefits. First, insertion mutants that might otherwise be rarely represented (for example, insertions in small genes) can be included in a study. Second, defined libraries can cover more diverse genotypes in a smaller pool of cells, which can be preferable in systems containing severe experimental bottlenecks. Finally, because defined transposon libraries are derived from arrayed single-insertion mutants, it is simple to retrieve and characterize specific mutants of interest.
Even so, the creation, sequencing and arraying of an ordered transposon library can be relatively time consuming, cost intensive and may be impractical if multiple libraries (for example, in different genetic backgrounds) are desired. Furthermore, because defined libraries tend to have few insertions (sometimes one) per gene, more experimental replicates are generally required to reach the statistical power obtained with saturated libraries. Additionally, single insertions may not be representative of true null mutations (for example, insertions at the extreme amino-terminal and carboxy-terminal coding regions may not be fully disruptive), which may lead to inaccurate gene classification. 
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such that representatives of all fit genotypes in the input have a high chance of passing the bottleneck 4, 23, 25 . However, this approach may require more experimental replicates with different transposon subpools to survey the fitness of all genomic insertions in the full library. In the case of extremely narrow bottlenecks, the number of biological replicates required to screen all mutants of a highly saturated library becomes experimentally infeasible. In such cases, the use of a defined transposon library (BOX 1) with lower complexity can facilitate the screening of all desired genotypes.
Experimental conditions can also be changed to 'widen' the bottleneck and reduce the severity of the population constriction. For example, in experimental infections with V. cholerae, antacids can be given to the host 29 , the inoculum can be suspended in a buffered solution 24 , and the pathogen can be pre-conditioned with treatments to promote acid tolerance before intragastric inoculation 30 . Although all of these measures minimize the stomach acid-mediated bottleneck, they also change the selective obscure the identification of legitimate conditionally essential insertions (that is, produce false-negatives) if such loci could also be lost solely by chance.
Insertion site amplification and sequencing. Experimental differences that are related to the amplification and sequencing of transposon insertion sites can affect the quality of TIS data. For example, before amplification of transposon junctions, adaptors must be attached to genomic DNA prepared from the transposon pool, either by ligation 3 , by enzymatic homopolymer nucleotide extension 32 or through amplification using PCR 33 . The aim is to attach adaptors onto every unique transposon junction, thereby generating a DNA library that is representative of the transposon mutant pool. Enzymatic homopolymer nucleotide extension 32 has been shown to be more efficient than DNA ligation, and thus may be preferred when only low amounts of starting material are available. Alternatively, a circular amplification method was developed 33 conditions and may affect the fitness of specific mutants in non-physiological ways, for example, retaining mutants with increased acid sensitivity that would otherwise be lost during infection.
Computational approaches can be used to predict the likelihood that insertions will disappear from a library owing to bottlenecks and aid in the accurate interpretation of the experiment, as mutants expected to disappear solely by chance cannot be classified with confidence as conditionally essential. In general, computational approaches to compensate for bottleneck effects [24] [25] [26] 31 determine the fractional loss of insertions in presumed neutral genes during the experiment, then remove a similar fraction of reads from the control library, which enables a more accurate comparison between control and experimental datasets. In conditional essentiality analyses, computational compensation for bottlenecks results in substantially fewer false-positive assignments and greater confidence in the candidates identified; however, it may also
Box 2 | Bottlenecks in TIS experiments
In biology, a bottleneck -which is an event that constricts the size of a population -can alter population composition (a process known as 'genetic drift') by causing stochastic fluctuation in the abundance of certain genotypes or even their loss (see the figure, part a) . Genetic drift can arise from both biological and technical sources. Technical bottlenecks can occur at every step of the transposon insertion sequencing (TIS) experiment if sample sizes are too small to reflect the composition of the initial population. For example, genotypes may be missed during library amplification or insertion mutants may go undetected owing to insufficient (sub-saturating) sequencing depth. Technical bottlenecks can be especially confounding when comparing two independently generated libraries that have varying complexity. Biological bottlenecks, which result from processes inherent in the experimental system, often reflect bacterial death under adverse growth conditions (for example, widespread bacterial killing by the host immune system) or limited resource availability (for example, lack of niches owing to competition with endogenous microflora) 57 . Biological bottlenecks are especially problematic in infection studies, as often only a small fraction of an inoculum may survive host barriers and successfully colonize a host [58] [59] [60] [61] . TIS experiments aim to identify transposon mutants for which the representation changes in a population in response to selection, but the stochastic experimental 'noise' arising from bottlenecks can mask these changes 24 . The size of the bottleneck during in vitro TIS experiments can be determined through careful colony forming unit (CFU) enumeration, but this is difficult in more complex experiments such as host infection experiments (unless the infection model tested reproduces unrestrained exponential growth) 26 , as population constrictions are often masked by subsequent expansions 27 . The presence and magnitude of host bottlenecks can be assessed using a population of differentially tagged organisms (for example, containing sequence barcodes) that have equal fitness, so that changes in the population size and tag composition result solely from genetic drift 27, [58] [59] [60] [61] . TIS datasets also contain information about bottlenecks: the number of unique insertion mutants recovered after selection defines a lower limit for bottleneck size, whereas the presence of a bottleneck affecting TIS data is reflected by the loss of insertion mutants in non-essential genes in the recovered library [24] [25] [26] (see the figure, part b; red line). By contrast, purely selective pressures will only eliminate insertions in the subset of genes that are conditionally essential (see the figure, part b; blue line). Therefore, bottlenecks should be considered when designing TIS experiments and their effect should be factored into downstream analyses.
in which transposon junctions are amplified as single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and background double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is degraded, thereby enriching for sequences of interest from complex samples. DNA amplification using arbitrary PCR with degenerate primers 14 is an alternative to adaptor-based methods; however, uneven annealing efficiencies at different insertion sites can distort the relationship between the fitness of a mutant and its read count (FIG. 2a) . Bias may also be introduced through the unequal amplification of DNA junctions owing to differences in sequence content or fragment size. Several groups 3,4 avoid the latter difficulty by using a mariner-based transposon that contains a MmeI restriction site in its inverted repeat, which enables cleavage of the genomic DNA downstream of the transposition site to produce a fragment of uniform size for all insertions. However, this approach precludes the use of fragment boundaries as the basis for assessing the extent of amplification jackpots (discussed below).
Regardless of the amplification method used, certain insertions may be largely overrepresented in the sequencing data, producing a long tail when the average read counts per insertion are graphed for all genes (FIG. 2b) . Overrepresentation of fragments may result from amplification jackpot events (for example, early or preferred amplification of some transposon junctions over others) or reflect mutants that are truly more prevalent in the library 34 (for example, owing to insertion biases or a selective growth advantage of these mutants). These possibilities can be distinguished by the incorporation of a unique, randomly generated sequencing tag in the adaptor primer, which causes every DNA template in the library to be uniquely marked after adaptor ligation 10 , an approach that has also been used to the same effect in RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) studies 35, 36 . Each sequence read will consequently be associated with a unique tag, and any sequence that is associated with an overrepresented tag is likely to be abundant as a result of PCR amplification bias. Alternatively, when sheared DNA is used for library generation, paired-end sequencing may help to identify jackpot amplification products, as reads with the same site of shearing (and thus mapping) are likely to represent clonal amplification products; these duplicate reads can be detected using several sequencing analysis programs (for example, SAMtools 37 and Picard). As PCR jackpots do not reflect the actual frequency so on), it is advisable to normalize reads across a single replicon, as the rate and completeness of replication may vary among the replicons of an organism. (FIG. 2e) . In general, meeting three criteria makes the identification of essential loci easier: use of a highly saturated transposon library, in which non-essential genes that escape transposition by chance are rare; sequencing at a sufficient depth to detect the vast majority of transposon mutants in the library; and normalization of read counts based on chromosomal location. Approaches used to analyse essential loci fall into two broad categories -annotation-dependent and annotation-independent methods. Annotation-dependent methods aggregate data points across known genetic units (for example, within predicted genes) to conduct analysis at the level of genes, whereas annotation-independent methods analyse data without considering known genetic boundaries and consequently offer subgenic resolution. Annotation-independent methods also enable the characterization of intergenic regions, which are often ignored in annotation-dependent analyses and may contain novel genomic features of interest. Finally, as annotation-dependent analyses compare all genes to each other, genes with different numbers of potential insertion sites may be analysed with different statistical power and small genes may be classified less accurately than larger loci.
Essential loci analysis
Annotation-dependent analysis. Several studies 3, 5, 14, 38, 39 have defined essential genes as those in which very few or no reads were mapped (FIG. 2e) . As insertions within the 5ʹ and 3ʹ ends of coding regions do not always mimic true gene disruption, insertions in the terminal 5-15% of genes were generally ignored in these analyses. Defining essential genes as those lacking any associated reads is a particularly stringent criterion, and the use of total reads per locus as the basis for identifying essential loci is particularly appropriate for libraries with relatively low complexity in which most genes contain only a few insertions.
of the associated insertion mutants in the library, it is advisable to remove all duplicated reads from the data before further analysis.
The level of sequencing required to identify all mutants in a library can be estimated by randomly sampling the sequencing output in sequentially larger pools and assessing how many unique insertion mutants are detected 24 . Sequencing saturation is achieved when the discovery of new insertion mutants nears a plateau (FIG. 2c, dotted line) . Beyond this point, deeper sequencing will largely increase the counts for previously identified mutants. In general, deeper sequencing promotes accurate discrimination between dispensable and essential sites and facilitates the identification of loci with relatively subtle effects on growth or survival. However, depending on the desired read count range and the number of samples, sufficient sequencing may be achieved on a lowerthroughput sequencing platform than is generally used. Empirically, in a V. cholerae library containing ~120,000 unique insertion mutants that was sequenced to saturation at a depth of 5 million mapped reads, non-attenuated insertions had 10-50 read counts 24 , which represents the limit of the study for detecting differences between fit and attenuated mutants.
Normalization based on chromosomal location. The number of reads that map to replication origin-proximal insertions may be overrepresented owing to incomplete rounds of DNA replication relative to insertions near the replication terminus (FIG. 2d) . Regardless of the downstream statistical analysis method being used, positional bias should be normalized, such that on average, insertions with comparable fitness possess similar read counts, regardless of their genomic position. The local positional bias along the chromosome can be modelled using a LOESS regression function, followed by reads normalization based on the extrapolated slope of this curve 31 . Alternatively, positional bias can be corrected by dividing the genome into large genomic windows (for example, 100 kb sections), and using the average read count of each window to locally scale each insertion 33 . Both methods produce normalized data that no longer possess a visible skew along the chromosome (FIG. 2d) , which enables more accurate downstream statistical testing between loci. Although the genomes of some species contain multiple replicons (chromosomes, plasmids and 
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Alternatively, annotated loci can be classified based on the percentage of potential insertion sites that have been disrupted 6, 15, [40] [41] [42] , which provides some resistance to noise introduced by rare reads (FIG. 2e) , as genes with a low, but non-zero, percentage of sites disrupted can still be distinguished from genes that are defined as non-essential. As insertion density alone is less powerful in non-saturated libraries, which may lack a clear distinction between genes that have high and low insertion frequencies (FIG. 1, graphs) , Bayesian statistical frameworks 4, 17 have been used to classify loci based on both the number of potential insertion sites in a gene and the overall saturation of the library. The use of Bayesian statistics has been extended 16 to identify essential genes in more saturated libraries by utilizing overall library saturation to define the largest contiguous interval of potential insertion sites that would not sustain transposition by chance. Genes containing undisrupted sequence larger than this interval were thus defined as essential.
Annotation-independent analysis. Annotation-independent approaches enable the identification of subgenic and intergenic essential regions. One such approach utilizes a sliding window 10 ; the genome is divided into overlapping windows of a specific size and the read counts within each window are used to determine whether the region is significantly underrepresented in read counts when compared with the reads in all genomic windows (FIG. 2f) . resolution in mapping essential sequences. Furthermore, as the number of reads at a given site can be assigned to multiple biological categories, the HMM has been used successfully in classifying genes into different biological classes 11, 43 (for example, essential genes, genes required for optimal growth, and genes that impede growth). A major drawback of the HMM is that it evaluates all potential insertion sites, and consequently requires a relatively high-density transposon library to determine whether a region is truly essential or simply stochastically underrepresented for reads.
Conditional essentiality analysis
Conditional essentiality analysis involves the comparison of two TIS datasets and enables the definition of loci and pathways that are required for optimal growth under only a subset of conditions. The two datasets can be derived from libraries grown in different environments or from libraries that were generated in different genetic backgrounds but grown in similar environments 3, 25 (BOX 1). Previous studies have used various analytical methods to elucidate bacterial pathways that are required for nutrient utilization 18, 44 , define factors that promote host colonization and infection 23, 24, 30, 45, 46 , and map regulatory pathways that are required for environmental adaptation [47] [48] [49] .
Library generation.
Comparative TIS studies utilize either sequentially selected or independently generated libraries. In sequential experiments, an unselected library is subsequently grown under more stringent, 'selective' conditions. The set of insertions in the secondary selected library are therefore a subset of the insertions that were present in the primary library, enabling the pairwise comparison between libraries of reads at each insertion site and the exclusion of sites that were not disrupted in the initial library from analysis, so that they do not dilute statistical power.
Alternatively, there are specific applications that require the construction and comparison of independent libraries: for example, synthetic lethal studies, which examine the genetic interactions in specific pathways, compare TIS libraries produced in wild-type and mutant strain backgrounds 3, 25, 49 
. These libraries will contain a different compilation of insertions, which prevents direct pairwise comparison of insertion sites between each library.
The use of small, standardized windows enables all loci to be equivalently analysed and can potentially enable high-resolution identification of essential sequences; it also enables the classification of genes that contain both essential and non-essential windows as 'domain essential' (FIG. 2f) . However, the increased number of windows that accompanies decreases in window size can also limit statistical power, owing to the need for multiple testing corrections. Additionally, a non-parametric test 10 has been used to reduce the negative effects of sequencing jackpots on the accuracy of gene classification. Finally, hidden Markov models (HMM) were adapted independently for essential loci analysis in V. cholerae 11 and M. tuberculosis 43 . The HMM is a probabilistic statistical model that uses the read count at individual insertion sites to predict whether the site belongs to a biological category of interest (for example, resides in a region that is required for growth). The HMM predicts the likeliest category for each insertion in the genome in an annotation-independent manner, which enables subgenic classification of insertion sites and the subsequent definition of domain essential loci (FIG. 2f) . However, unlike sliding window analysis, the HMM statistical framework incorporates read counts at adjacent sites as well as read counts at the insertion of interest into its predictions. Compared with sliding window analysis, HMM-based approaches are less sensitive to noise arising from PCR jackpots and mismapping events, and they potentially provide single-insertion level . Plotting of sequenced reads from multiple libraries reveals a substantially lower correlation coefficient when an arbitrary PCR protocol is used. b | Plotting of the average read count per insertion in all non-essential genes of a V. cholerae TIS library shows that read abundance has a non-normal distribution with a positive skew. c | Pools of reads were sampled from a sequenced Mycobacterium tuberculosis TIS library 45 that was grown in vitro (input) or recovered from a mouse infection (mouse output), and the number of unique transposon insertions detected in each pool was then plotted. At 500,000 reads (dashed line), >90% of all unique insertions were detected for each dataset, indicative of near-saturation sequencing. d | Owing to ongoing DNA replication, insertion sites (triangles) adjacent to the origin of replication from a V. cholerae TIS dataset 11 have higher read counts than those near the replication terminus. Positional correction removes this bias (right panel). The red arrows indicate the direction of chromosome replication. e | Annotation-dependent essential loci analysis methods compile all reads or insertion sites disrupted for a gene and determine whether fewer reads or insertion sites are represented compared with the genome-wide distribution. f | Sliding window analysis is one form of annotation-independent analysis. It compares reads in subgenic windows instead of genes, enabling the definition of domain essential genes. Hidden Markov-model (HMM)-based methods, which are also annotation-independent, predict essentiality and non-essentiality for individual insertion sites, which can subsequently form the basis for gene-level or subgenic predictions. *Differences in the distribution of reads (blue or orange bars) across windows owing to experimental sources of noise may alter signi ficance cut-offs (dashed lines) and consequently the classi fication of genes. E, essential; NE, non-essential; nt, nucleotide; ori, origin of replication; ter, replication terminus. The image in part c is adapted from REF. 24 . The image in part d is adapted from REF. 11 . ◀ Library normalization. Datasets to be analysed for conditional essentiality can be normalized for three potential confounding factors: positional read bias, differences in sequencing depth, and stochastic differences in library diversity.
First, cells isolated from different conditions may have different growth rates, which may affect the rate of DNA replication and thus introduce uneven positional biases between datasets. These biases should be assessed and remedied, as discussed above during essential loci analysis. Next, control and experimental datasets should also have the same overall read counts. Most TIS studies equalize libraries by multiplicatively scaling reads from one sample to match the total read counts from the more deeply sequenced sample. However, this scaling assumes that control and experimental datasets have the same complexity, which is not always true, especially in experimental systems with significant bottlenecks. As noted above, several methods have been used to computationally address this problem [24] [25] [26] 31 by using the difference in library complexity between TIS datasets to estimate the severity of technical and experimental bottlenecks; the more complex library is then computationally passed through a bottleneck of similar size to model which insertion mutants are likely to be lost entirely by chance during the experiment. Loss that results from bottlenecks can be simulated by proportionally removing reads equal to the overall difference in diversity between datasets 31 , by proportionally removing reads based on the difference in unique reads in a set of known neutral genes 25, 26, 30 or by using the difference in overall complexity to simulate reads using a multinomial distribution 24 . Use of these simulated datasets for comparison with the less complex experimental library enables more robust statistical comparisons and reduces false-positive assignments.
Annotation-dependent analysis. Several studies have reported conditional essentiality analysis 50,51 using tools originally developed for RNA-Seq. In the RNA-Seq workflow (reviewed in REFS 52,53), reads are mapped to annotated genes, and the reads for every gene are normalized to the total reads sequenced and to the size of the gene. The normalized value, RPKM (reads per kilobase per million mapped reads), is then compared for each gene between multiple samples, and genes that are significantly under represented or overrepresented are determined -typically by identifying as the rank sum Mann Whitney U test, make no assumption regarding the distribution of the data and are more resistant to noise, but they are less robust at identifying candidate genes with subtle changes in fitness or those with few insertions. Finally, several studies have created customized models that may better tailor the analysis to specific TIS data by explicitly modelling the effect of amplification bias, jackpot events and library saturation into the statistical framework 15, 39 . These models may provide a more nuanced assessment of conditional essentiality than more standardized statistical tests, but generally require programming ability and may not be entirely applicable to unrelated datasets.
Another approach 2,3 identifies conditionally essential genes by converting read counts into a generalizable growth or death rate for each mutant and gene. These growth or survival rates (that is, fitness) may be compared for each gene and for growth under different selection conditions. Consequently, this fitness-based approach can also be utilized for the definition of genes required for optimal intrinsic (that is, not conditional) bacterial growth
, loci that hinder growth and for the identification of loci that promote growth but are not conditionally essential.
In principle, TIS experiments are thousands of competition experiments conducted simultaneously, in which the difference between the abundance of a mutant before and after selection can be reported as a competitive index (CI). However, CIs depend on the number of generations that have passed in an experiment, making it difficult to compare the CIs of mutants grown under different conditions. To address this issue, the number of replication cycles that have occurred for each library under different growth conditions can be calculated 3 , enabling the conversion of CIs to normalized fitness values (that is, growth or death rates) that can be compared between different datasets. With such normalization, it becomes possible to define the extent to which mutants exhibit generalized versus environment-dependent growth deficiencies and advantages.
Using in vitro assays, the extent of population expansion can be enumerated by counting colony-forming units (CFUs) before and after selection. A recent study 26 reported that enumerating CFUs from infected animals at several time points could also be used to assess replication rate in vivo. Alternatively, an unstable plasmid with a known loss rate per generation 3, 30 can be genes for which the read counts lie outside of the number of read counts that would be predicted by chance using a negative binomial distribution. The negative binomial distribution aligns well with RNA-Seq data and is preferentially used when only a small proportion of the total reads map to any given locus (for example, when there are many loci represented by relatively similar expression levels) and when the read count variability between biological replicates is high 54 . In principle, the negative binomial distribution should also suit TIS data, but it is important that researchers establish whether this is the case for their datasets.
Another factor that can complicate the use of RNA-Seq pipelines is that such analyses typically presume that overrepresented and underrepresented loci will be balanced, but comparative TIS analyses typically have more underrepresented loci. Additionally, RNA-Seq pipelines do not typically adjust for experimental bottlenecks, as stochastic changes in population structure that can have major effects on TIS analysis
do not typically confound transcriptomic data. Therefore, unless the effect of bottlenecks has first been addressed, RNA-Seq-based pipelines should not be used 'out of the box' for TIS analysis. Recently, a publicly available TIS analysis pipeline, ESSENTIALS 31 , adapted RNA-Seq analysis tools for TIS analysis. Importantly, this pipeline includes methods to mitigate many of the potential complications discussed above (for example, correction of genome position and the adjustment for differences in diversity between libraries). Additionally, ESSENTIALS offers an integrated and standalone web-based program to conduct TIS analysis that does not require previous computational experience.
In addition to RNA-Seq-based methods, many studies have used methodol ogically diverse custom models for data analysis. For example, some studies use arbitrary cutoffs in read count differences to identify candidates of interest 44, 55 . These types of approaches can yield valuable candidate genes, but are highly sensitive to experimental noise (for example, mismapping and amplification jackpots). Standard statistical tests can also be used to analyse the read count distribution of insertions across genes 22, 45, 56 . Parametric tests, such as the t-test, assume that TIS read count data follows a normal distribution, which is not usually the case (FIG. 2b) , and may be less sensitive at identifying candidates from data with high levels of experimental noise. By contrast, nonparametric tests, such used to monitor the number of doublings occurring in each experimental system. The latter approach may be preferable when bacteria are subjected to environments in which replication and death occur simultaneously, as high levels of cell death could mask the extent of replication detected through CFU enumeration.
One potential complication for the fitness method is that it presumes that fitness defects or advantages reflect a uniform and constant rate of loss or enrichment during selection. For many mutants, calculated fitness has been confirmed to be very near to their actual growth rate 3, 25, 26, 30 . However, it is possible that assays with complex selection conditions (for example, assays spanning different growth phases) may yield fitness values for some genes (for example, those with growth phase-dependent phenotypes) that do not precisely correspond to the growth rate of the mutant.
Annotation-independent analysis. An HMM was recently adapted for TIS conditional essentiality analysis as part of the Con-ARTIST pipeline 24 . Unlike most of the analyses described above, which group and analyse insertions at the gene level, this pipeline enables the annotation-independent characterization of transposon mutants at the single-insertion level, and consequently enables the discovery of subgenic or intergenic regions of conditional essentiality. The Con-ARTIST pipeline also includes a module that normalizes for bottleneck effects by generating multiple simulated control libraries, based on a multinomial distribution. This modelling approach compensates for the stochastic effects of bottlenecks on population composition, and enables the identification of loci with consistently different representation between two datasets following normalization. This normalization approach can reduce false-positive assignments by approximately threefold 24 (for example, we found that only 37% of genes classified as conditionally essential in vivo, based on multiplicative scaling of a M. tuberculosis input library, were reproducibly classified in this way after the application of our modelling approach), although the extent to which these findings are generalizable is not known. However, Con-ARTIST is not appropriate for the analysis of all TIS datasets, as it requires high library saturation (insertions at >50% of all potential insertion sites), and the use of related -rather than independently generated -transposon libraries for the determination of conditional essentiality.
Conclusions
Although TIS methods have the power to capture the genomic basis for phenotypic diversity in many different bacterial species, understanding how TIS design choices, as well as stochastic biological processes, affect the data will aid in choosing the most appropriate downstream analysis methods and lead to the optimal extraction of biologically meaningful information from these experiments. Although experimental metrics can vary between studies, and there is no 'one size fits all' approach for TIS analysis, addressing certain experimental factors will enable researchers to maximize the yield from their experiments while considering the biological constraints of their system. First, greater library diversity can enhance statistical rigor and increase the pool of loci that can be screened in a given experiment. However, the optimal library complexity for an experiment is dependent on the size of the experimental bottleneck, which can alter the TIS population structure stochastically and introduce noise. Thus, experimental and biological limitations may require the use of libraries with relatively low complexity, for which gene-level analytical approaches are most appropriate. Furthermore, normalizations for bottleneck effects (and positional bias) are important steps before statistical analysis. Finally, statistical methods that analyse TIS data at the insertion level (as opposed to combining reads per gene) can enable fine-scale genomic analyses but are not appropriate unless library complexity is extremely high.
Future development of TIS tools and biological discovery will be aided by the centralization of insertion-level TIS data in an online database, such as the Sequencing Read Archive (SRA) database, as is currently the case for whole-genome sequencing and transcriptomic data. Although published TIS datasets often include read counts for each gene, insertion-level data is necessary to assess important quality metrics and is most compatible with other analysis methods, enabling additional information to be mined from the data (for example, from intergenic regions). Therefore, a repository of TIS data in the form of raw read files (such as FASTQ files), alignment files in which reads have been mapped to a genome of interest (for example, BAM and SAM files), or even custom tables that include the number of reads mapped to every insertion site in the library will be an important resource and expand the utility of TIS-based approaches for discoveries in microbiology.
